
S.C 27.04.22  

I’m afraid I haven’t got many notes for today but 

quite a few photos and a washing machine load 

of paint adorned clothing - nothing new there 

then!   

There was woodwork today at the table   

It was gentle and popular P: I’m making a house  

P, E and L were at the table   

E: I can’t do it and so L was helped her  

L: Like this, do it like this   

E said she wanted to play with me and then said E: I 

want to do colouring, your iPad, remembering from 

before the holidays.  

I had brought the long paper that people had drawn on at 

Cliffe Castle on Monday with Claire. I thought it would be 

nice to keep the paper going - not just to be resourceful and 

less wasteful but bring the paper that already had marks on 

into Nursery. I know its strong paper and can handle a lot of 

activity and it would have been a shame to bin it. Some of 

the children asked about the marks there and I explained 

that the adults at Nursery had made them which seemed to 

intrigue them. I also brought the felt tips on sticks and later 

the sticks that had brushes on with the possible idea of using 

water.   

    

 

I did think for once maybe it wouldn’t end up as a messy activity – Hmmmm!!! 



 

  

There were A LOT of marks and a lot of 

children joined in.   

On the wooden fence there was a strip of 

paper so it gave a different plane to draw 

on. It was interesting how the morning 

paper had such different marks from the 

afternoon - mainly because E decided we 

should have line races. E won almost 

every time but when I changed positions I 

managed a win to which he suggested I 

moved to behind him - back to second 

places again.   

 

 



As I said before I find his mark making fascinating. He 

drew at the fence - someone suggested this to him. I 

had several pens, he didn’t want to use the pens on 

sticks but chose the bright pink    

I realise I often post photos that look almost identical and it’s just occurred to me as to 

whether this is because I make animations, drawing one frame at a time and so for me a 

slight difference in frames gives an inkling of movement and what happens next - even if 

it’s a split second (24th of a second in terms of animation!) A little thought. It captures the 

process?  

  

S had been painting inside at first    
on the easel as well as on paper - I  
love the red magnets - they feel like a  
lovely part of the design - a  
conscious decision or not    
  



E had 

decided that 

she’d rather 

sit and draw 

and with a 

pack of felt 

tips drew 

whilst sat on 

a brick which 

was holding 

the paper 

down   

 

Then on the second sheet of paper in the afternoon I couldn’t help myself but add paint to 

the mix- it really is a problem as I don’t seem to be able to stop myself and Yes - maybe 

  
Then water was introduced     

  



we should have worn wellies! I also happened to have some rollers which were particularly 

popular. Nicola said she had found some tiny rollers in B&M - the act of using rollers is 

very satisfying and I’m not sure that I had appreciated that this was so although I do know 

I like to use a roller sometimes. There was a real mixture of textures too.   

 

 

 



  

I’m sorry to say I forgot 

myself for a moment 

because I had 

accidentally spilt bright 

green paint on my shoes 

and without thinking I 

brushed them. Later I 

spotted, too late A using 

a roller on her shoes - It 

was only much later I 

realised that maybe she 

had been encouraged by 

seeing me do something 

like that - We do a lot not 

realising how children 

really are sponges and 

very observant. I  

hope they washed clean.   

One last little thing. Back 

inside E and P had been 

playing and I had to take 

this photo because they 

had laid out the dolls and 

the rabbits in a pattern. 

You see pattern making 

in all sorts of places! 

Happy End to those that 

celebrate it and see you 

next Wednesday for 

Strong Close’s Eid Party 

too!   

 


